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 Business Vocabulary in Use is a new addition to the best-selling English Vocabulary in Use range. Primarily designed as a self-study reference and practice book, it can also be used for classroom work. 

The book covers a huge range of business topics including: jobs; people and organisations; production; marketing; finance and the economy, and business culture. Learners will develop essential business communication skills, focusing on the language used for meetings, negotiations and presentations. 

Key Features 

• 66 easy-to-use units: vocabulary items are presented and explained on left-hand pages with a range of practice exercises on right-hand pages. 

•	Presents and explains new words in context and shows learners how to use them. 

•	Contains a comprehensive, learner-friendly answer key. 

•	Colour illustrations and photographs. 
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Flash Cartoon Animation: Learn from the ProsFriends of Ed, 2003

	You want to make an animated film. You've got the idea. You've got Macromedia Flash. But where do you start? What's the best way to script your cartoon, how do you start animating with Flash, what do you really need to know in order to get your ideas out there to make you famous?


	Who better to ask than two seasoned...
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The Korean Peace Process and Civil Society: Towards Strategic Peacebuilding (Rethinking Peace and Conflict Studies)Palgrave Macmillan, 2018

	
		
			“This is a must-read book for anyone searching for insight into the peace process of the divided Korean peninsula. As a peace researcher and activist, the author highlights the role of civil society in making peacebuilding possible and sustainable on the Korean peninsula. This volume opens a new horizon to the study of...
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MEL Scripting for Maya Animators, Second Edition (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Computer Graphics)Morgan Kaufmann, 2005
Trying to learn Maya programming from the documentation can be daunting whether or not you are a programmer. The first edition of MEL Scripting for Maya Animators earned the reputation as the best introductory book on MEL, Mayas scripting language. Now fully revised and updated, the second edition also includes new features, such as a...
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Think DSP: Digital Signal Processing in PythonO'Reilly, 2016

	
		If you understand basic mathematics and know how to program with Python, you’re ready to dive into signal processing. While most resources start with theory to teach this complex subject, this practical book introduces techniques by showing you how they’re applied in the real world. In the first chapter alone,...
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Color Atlas of Human Poisoning and EnvenomingCRC Press, 2006

	The field of medical toxicology can be simply divided into animal and human poisonings from animal, plant,

	or man-made sources. Even more precisely, toxinology is the study of poisoning and envenoming by biological

	organisms, and toxicology is the study of human poisoning from manmade sources. Living organisms,

	such as animals,...
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A Dictionary of HallucinationsSpringer, 2009
A Dictionary of Hallucinations is designed to serve as a reference manual for neuroscientists, psychiatrists, psychiatric residents, psychologists, neurologists, historians of psychiatry, general practitioners, and academics dealing professionally with concepts of hallucinations and other sensory deceptions.
...
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